ANSWERS
Day 11

Alphabetical Order
For the words in each section, arrange them in alphabetical order. Compare the first name of each word and order the words. Look for the words in the order of the alphabet. If the first letter is the same, compare the second letters, and so on.
fly, flying, flip, flapping

fly ____________ flying ____________

crumble ____________ crunch ____________ crush ____________

bleach ____________ blend ____________ blend ____________ blend

Day 29

Common and Proper Nouns
List the words in the correct box.

Christmas Monday park sandwich girl DisneyLand
Nashville rocket Alaska Earth dog bus

Proper Nouns
Christmas Monday
DisneyLand
Nashville
Rocket
Alaska
Earth
dog
bus

Proper Nouns

Christmas
Monday
DisneyLand
Nashville
Rocket
Alaska
Earth
dog
bus

Day 39

Reading Comprehension
Read the story below and answer the questions about the story.

The Fox and the Stork
Once upon a time, there was a fox and a stork. They were good friends. One day, the fox asked the stork for some food. The stork said, "I'm sorry, but I don't have any food for you." The fox was angry, and he left.

When the fox saw a river, he thought he could carry some fish to the fox. The stork said, "Wait! You can't carry the fish. Let me help you." The fox agreed, and the stork held the fish in his beak.

The fox said, "Thank you, Stork. I think we should be friends again." The stork said, "Of course! We're good friends." The fox smiled, and they both went home.

Day 74

Adjectives
Underline the adjectives in the following sentences.

The bright light shone through the open window.
Sally's purple scarf was made of soft cashmere.
We attended a delightful feast on that sunny Friday.
Our crazy family has a fabulous time together.
Her curly hair shimmered in the sunshine.
The sunny baby lit up with a giant smile.
The screeching heat sent us all inside for cool air.
Her bubbly behavior smelled of fragrant lilies.
His hoarse radio squeaked out horrible sounds.
Have you seen the much-anticipated movie yet?
My favorite sweater is in the dirty laundry.
My annoying hiccup lasted forty-five minutes.

The friendly puppy licked my sticky fingers.

Day 79

Adjectives
Underline the adjectives in the following sentences.

We went to the huge carnival and saw your brother there.
My best friend cooked a delicious meal.
What is your favorite book?
The girl with the blonde hair took my dessert.
Our beauty contest went over the privacy fence.
Which of the choices is an adjective? Some sentences have more than one.
You did a fantastic job on your spelling worksheet.
The three girls went to see the scary movie yesterday.
Her athletic ability was incredibly impressive.
Our back porch was solid ice.

Day 109

Good vs. Well

The word good is an adjective. The word well is a verb. It's all dependent on what you are using.

My grandma cooks really well.
Her picture was drawn so well. I think I like it.
Those donuts tasted really good.
A hot shower feels good on my muscles.
Do you perform well under pressure?
Our plans sound good to me.
Our TV isn't working very well right now.
How well are you doing on your schoolwork?
My mother is feeling well after being sick.
The children put on a good play at church.
How well do you know your best friend?

Day 139

Advertisements
Advertisements can be found in newspapers, magazines, and TV shows. They are often used to advertise products.

We quickly ran to the mini mart for a snack.
Sandra, will you please come here?
We went to the park yesterday.
She cautiously maneuvered into traffic.
Her daughter prayed beautifully before she ate.
They will go to the library soon.
He carefully wrote in his best handwriting.
The dog next-door always barks.

Day 141

Main Idea
Can you answer these questions about a writer's main idea? Check your answers when you finish and see how well you did.

A main idea is...
1. the general topic
2. the specific point being made about the topic
3. a supporting detail

The main idea is reinforced by...
1. statements of opinion
2. good grammar

What might be the main idea in an essay on smoking?
1. smoking
2. cigarettes
3. smoking is bad for your health

Where is the main idea most often in a paragraph?
1. in the middle
2. in the first sentence
3. in the last sentence

What's a good way to find the main idea of something you're reading?
1. Ask yourself general questions about what you've read.
2. reread the piece
3. memorize the piece

Which statement is true about main ideas?
1. They are always bony
2. They need to have good supporting details
3. They should be good fast.